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Rajawali Foundation Delivers Assistance for Children’s Education Relief
at Mount Sinabung

Jakarta, 20 March 2014 – Rajawali Foundation delivers assistance of stationaries and other
studying utilities to 187 children in the refuge shelter of Mount Sinabung disaster’s victims, in
Brastagi, Karo District, North Sumatera, on Thursday (3/20).
Rajawali Foundation Director, Agung Binantoro, said the assistance is given in the forms of
school uniforms, ties, caps, shoes, and shocks. Also, some studying utilities; books, stationaries,
and bags. Moreover, other than physical assistance, “We also provide additional tutors for after
school additional classes, and some collective donation funds from Rajawali Corpora’s
employee participation,” said Agung.
Agung added, “Hopefully this assistance would help in relieving the burden of the refugees,
especially children who are students at school. The eruption of Mount Sinabung that had
immobilized the local economic for months, should not halt the educational activities for
children any further,” He said.
Rajawali Foundation is a philantrophic organization of Rajawali Corpora, one of the biggest
investment holding company in Indonesia, which also owns business units including; PT Express
Transindo Utama, Tbk (Express Group)., Archipelago Indonesia, and Green Eagle Group.
Express Group, as a leading transportation service provider in Indonesia, also providing its
commitment in social activities by supporting some operational activities; conducting survey
and actively coordinating the strategy in distributing our supports and donations, in the
evacuation’s location.
Rajawali Foundation Program Manager, Anugraha Dezmercoledi, who will be delivering the
assistance himself at the location, said this activity is an action of the Group’s social concern.
“One of our priorities in carrying out social activities is to deliver assistance to the victim of
natural disasters. We hope these assistances will be useful for the victims, especially the
students, and hopefully this will be a trigger for more people to carry out a similar action like
we do, so that we would overcome this disaster together,” told Anugraha.
***

About RAJAWALI FOUNDATION
Rajawali Foundation is a social organization that committed to promote education as a driver of
development and social change in Indonesia, especially in Public Policy studies. Rajawali
Foundation collaborates with global and national universities, government agencies and the
public to seek out policy innovations and work to disseminate this knowledge through
education and leadership transformation training programs and forms outreach. Rajawali
Foundation works in view of the fact that even small improvements to the design and
implementation of public policies can have a positive effect on the lives of millions of people.
About EXPRESS GROUP
Express Group is a leading and competitive land transportation service provider company in
Indonesia. Express Group is currently operating more than 9,500 taxi units throughout big cities
in Indonesia including; Medan, Jadetabek, Semarang, and Surabaya. Also, within those taxi
units, there include 108 units of Tiara Express, the Premium Taxi Fleet that served with Toyota
Alphard and Mercedes Benz Viano, which operated in Jakarta. Moreover, express also operates
other business lines such as The Value Added Transportation Business (VATB) that provides
transportation rental services, limousine services, and bus services. A high quality service on
our limousine line has been proven through the increasing numbers of 5-star hotels that we
serve on the regions of Jadetabek, Bandung, Bali, and Lombok. Express Group employs more
than 1,700 employees and more than 18,000 drivers as our working partners through the
concept of partnership program, which being admitted with the United Nation through the UN
Global Compact as a successful effort in Inclusive Market Program. Express Group is committed
to improve its employee and drivers’ welfare, and to alleviate poverty in Indonesia.
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